THE RELIEF OF THE ALCAZAR  AT TOLEDO
sea. Onl7 once, on August 5, were five transports carrying
three thousand men able to force this blockade. On the
other hand the Red fleet was able to protect the passage
and landing of a large force which intended to overrun
the island of Majorca. This attempt was defeated, but
the Red fleet had played its part without failure
In September, however, the activity of the Nationalist
fleet began to make itself felt. The ships which had been
in dry-dock or even in course of construction had been
hurriedly made seaworthy. The cruiser Cervera* was
able to co-operate in the capture of San Sebastian, while
the Velasco burnt the petrol tanks of Bilbao. By this time
the cruiser Cananas was also fitted out and, accompanied
by the Cervera^ steamed for the Straits of Gibraltar.
There, on September 29, the two cruisers surprised the
Red blockade patrol of destroyers, sinking one and
forcing the other to seek refuge in Casablanca harbour*
This was the turning point of the war at sea. The
Velasco sank the last remaining submarine on the Atlantic
coast, and since then the Red ships have hardly ever dared
even to put to sea. Their engines have been neglected,
their crews are perpetually in a state of semi-mutiny, and
their officers are without energy or else are incapable
Nationalist ships have been able to blockade Bilbao, Red
commerce and Red supply ships have been held up.
Valuable stores of equipment and uniforms purchased by
the Reds have gone to swell the supplies of the National
ordnance department I have seen thousands of Nation-
alist soldiers wearing American army great-coats which
had been bought in Mexico for the Reds, but which had
changed their destination on the high seas.
There is no doubt but that the fact of the command
of the seas changing hands at the end of September and
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